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Be HOLY

WE ARE AT WAR TO BE HOLY!
The ‘WAR to BE HOLY‘ is a SPIRITUAL BATTLE. The
results of that battle are mirrored in
the PHYSICAL REALM. If we are being INFILTRATED in
the PHYSICAL REALM, then we have already lost the
battle in the SPIRITUAL REALM.
There are two opposing ENERGIES in this ‘WAR to BE HOLY‘ – LIGHT
(LIFE) versus DARKNESS (DEATH).
The DARKNESS has a 3-step strategy that follows this progression:
1. INFILTRATE
2. INTIMIDATE
3. INCULCATE
The LIGHT has a 3-step strategy that follows this progression:
1. EXPOSE
2. EXPLAIN
3. EXPUNGE
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This WAR employs IDEAS as WEAPONS, to establish CONCEPTS for a MATRIX
of MENTAL CONSTRUCTS.
There are TWO MAIN IDEAS in this WAR that are being employed by the energy of
DARKNESS:
1. SHAME
2. COMPETITION
Therefore, to win this ‘WAR to BE HOLY’, we must effectively and completely disarm
and neutralize these TWOMAIN IDEAS.
How can we do this?
We have to dig deep and get to the root, the very beginning, of these THESE TWO
IDEAS.
So we have to start with the first record of the beginning of mankind’s history on this
earth, with a Manuscript claiming to be the Word of the Creator of mankind and the
entire universe – the Book of Genesis – the book of beginnings.
Now, if these TWO IDEAS are as important as I claim them to be in this ‘WAR TO BE
HOLY’, then surely these two ideas would have been recorded in the Book of Genesis.
Well, we shall see, upon close inspection, that Genesis indeed has a very insightful
record about these two main ideas. In fact, these two ideas comprise the MAIN
THEME of the incident of mankind’s “fall” in the Garden of Eden when they partook of
“Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil”.
Upon reading Genesis 3, it becomes evident that The Adversary (aka ‘Satan’) used a
strategy to infiltrate, intimidate and inculcate these ideas
of SHAME and COMPETITION into Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden.
The SHAME idea is related to the fact of Adam and Eve truly being “exposed” – both
mentally and physically. Satan implanted the idea that they were being
mentally naive and gullible for innocently accepting what they were being told was
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the truth, and that the alleged Creator had an ulterior motive for hiding the real truth
from them so that they would stay ignorantly submissive to him forever! Satan also
implanted the idea that sex was evil, and therefore that their sexual organs should be
covered and hidden to avoid being seen “naked”. But of course, Satan failed to
disclose his own ulterior motives in implanting SHAME – mentally to destroy
mankind’s ability to TRUST their Creator so that He could make them eternal righteous
HOLY beings, and then physicallyto thwart the Creator’s plan for mankind to
reproduce through sex, and thereby provide many billions of potential future children
to become members of the Eternal Divine Family Kingdom.
The COMPETITION idea is related to the fact that Adam and Eve truly were
dependent completely on their alleged Creator, and were submitting to His instructions
based on His Word that they were not already eternal and immortal beings just like
Him. But now Satan claimed that they were indeed already immortal, and would not
“die” if they disobeyed the alleged Creator, and that “God” was just tricking them into
subservience. So who is telling the real truth? Mankind unwittingly took the path of
COMPETITION by the very act of presuming that they had the capacity of deciding
good and evil by themselves.
Given the above viewpoint about the incident in the Garden of Eden, it is evident that
an infiltrate-intimidate-inculcate strategy was being used to implant these TWO
MAIN IDEAS. Then, having lost the battle in the SPIRITUAL realm, the results were
subsequently mirrored in the PHYSICAL realm, with Adam and Eve being removed
physically from the Garden of Eden.

This same strategy and mirroring occurs TODAY!
The news headlines are daily displaying reports about terror groups
“infiltrating, intimidating and inculcating” in the PHYSICAL realm of many
nations, especially in the Mideast and Europe. But this is just a mirror of what had
already happened in the SPIRITUAL realm in those nations, after
being infiltrated, intimidated and inculcated with IDEAS stemming from the same
SHAME and COMPETITION ideas implanted in Eden.
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The same results are now being mirrored in America – for
the same reasons!
It is time NOW to invoke and apply the energy
of LIGHT to expose, explain and expunge the IDEAS
of SHAME and COMPETITION from our consciousness, along with all derivatives
thereof, which are causing all of the pain and misery in the world today.
The Battle is NOT about PEOPLE , or COLOR.
The Battle to BE HOLY is about IDEAS.
IDEAS do not have COLOR!
IDEAS MATTER – NOT COLOR!
IDEAS cause BEHAVIOR – NOT COLOR!

We must expose, explain and expunge what
happened in Eden!
We must expose, explain and expunge the IDEAS
of SHAME and COMPETITION!

We must obey our Creator’s command to
‘BE HOLY’!
2 Cor 10:3-5
3 For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war according to the flesh, 4
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for the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh, but divinely
powerful for the destruction of fortresses. 5 We are destroying
speculations and every lofty thing raised up against the knowledge
of God, and we are taking every thought captive to the obedience of
Christ…
Lev 11:44
44 ‘For I am the LORD your God. Consecrate yourselves therefore,
and be holy, for I am holy. And you shall not make yourselves unclean
with any of the swarming things that swarm on the earth.
1 Pet 1:14-16
14 As obedient children, do not be conformed to the former lusts
which were yours in your ignorance, 15 but like the Holy One who called
you, be holy yourselves also in all your behavior; 16 because it is
written, “YOU SHALL BE HOLY, FOR I AM HOLY.”
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